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The Best String Trimmers & Weed Wacker  Reviews    Even after two and a half days spent comparing best weed wacker six heavy-duty string trimmers at the  edges of trails, barns, outbuildings and stone walls, no victor had emerged. So I started them all and  began cross-testing them, one at a time, along hundreds of yards of horse fence. When a machine  started to vibrate or its cutting effectiveness declined as I leaned into the thick grass and weeds beneath  the bottom rail, I turned it off. Rounding a bend with the last two trimmers, I closed in on an overgrown  drainage ditch. Scything into it, one trimmer whispered a hint of vibration and fatigue. The other did  not. Of course, not everyone has a horse farm to keep up, but whether you need a tough trimmer or  simply like solid equipment, read on to find the best machine to help you maintain your property.   



                         



                       



Echo SRM-225i    Price: $255    Weight (Fueled): 14 pounds    Decibels (A-weighted): 107    Engine Size (CC): 21.2    The Echo began the test with some  vibration, but it settled in nicely and ran  smoothly, cutting with nearly explosive  power and torque. As its performance  improved, we just drove it harder and  harder until it outran everything else along  the horse fence. Add other features such as  a robust skidplate and excellent service  access points, and this is a machine at home  where the tall grass grows.    Dislikes: We didn't have trouble with the  gap between the bevel gear and the line  head, but it looks vulnerable. Also, we think  the Echo deserves a momentary stop switch  (one that flips back automatically to run  position). Instead, it has a sliding switch  with two fixed positions that you have to  double-check every time you start the machine.    Rating: * * * * * 



                           



Hitachi CG23ECPSL    Price: $196    Weight (Fueled): 10 pounds    Decibels (A-weighted): 108    Engine Size (CC): 22.5    We were reluctant to include the Hitachi  because, as its price indicates, it's not as beefy as  the other products, most of which are sold  through outdoor-power-equipment dealers  rather than home centers. So we were pleased to  find it holding its own and cutting with  enthusiasm. Its line head and bevel gear are  connected without gaps, its trigger is nice and  wide, and the skidplate under its gas tank is like  something off a machine that's twice as  expensive.    Dislikes: We appreciate this machine's tool-free  access to the air filter, but the filter itself is  nothing more than a small foam ring that looks  inadequate for the dirty atmosphere a string  trimmer runs in.    Rating: * *  * *1/2 



Husqvarna 128LD   



    Price: $199    Weight (Fueled): 10 pounds    Decibels (A-weighted): 109    Engine Size (CC): 28    The Husqvarna was the most consistently well-mannered machine in the test. The Echo edged it out by  just a hair, and that was only at the bitter end. The Husqvarna started easily right out of the box, cut  aggressively and ran with almost no vibration. Along with the Stihl, it has the best-shielded cables and  wires. The joint between the line head and the bevel gear is seamless, allowing no possibility of weed  winding or dirt infiltration.    Dislikes: We prefer a skidplate, not ribs, beneath the gas tank and engine housing. We also think this  machine needs a more robust air filter, one with greater surface area for better dirt trapping and  durability.    Rating: * * * *1/2               



RedMax TR2350S    Price: $260    Weight (Fueled): 10 pounds    Decibels (A-weighted): 108    Engine Size (CC): 21.7    "Light," "agile" and "fierce" are the three words that  best describe the RedMax. It was the only trimmer  to come from the factory with a stiff,  noise-reducing trimmer line—you've seen this  stuff; it looks like twisted red licorice. The line is  more than enough for grass and took a fearsome  bite out of the brush we cut through, even taking  down small seedlings along the way.    Dislikes: We have three minor complaints with this  otherwise fine machine. It has a clumsy  upside-down purge bulb. Instead of a skidplate, it  has two undersize bumpers below the gas tank,  and the gap between the line head and the bevel  gear permits weed winding.    Rating: * * * *                                 



Stihl FS 56 RC-E    Price: $260    Weight (Fueled): 13 pounds    Decibels (A-weighted): 109    Engine Size (CC): 27.2    From its three-position choke lever to its  completely encased engine to its Easy Start  gentle-pull recoil start, the Stihl represents  careful, fastidious engineering. Yet an iron fist  lurks in that velvet glove. Its cut is vicious,  rivaling the Echo's. We laced into a blackberry  bramble with this trimmer and sent the thorny  stalks flying.    Dislikes: Vibration. The Stihl began the test  with a fair amount of it (not unusual in  handheld outdoor power equipment before the  parts wear in). Yet no reduction in vibration  was noted by the end of the test; otherwise, this  would have been a five-star machine.    Rating: * * * *                        Contact Details    Tech and Machine  Website: http://techandmachine.com  Google Website: https://sites.google.com/site/realbestweedwacker 
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